MHC matching and mechanisms of alloactivation in corneal transplantation.
In human corneal transplantation the value of matching, particularly for MHC class II, is unclear and controversial. The contribution of the direct pathway to T cell activation is also uncertain. We have determined the relative contribution of class I, II and non-MHC antigens to graft rejection and of the direct and indirect pathways to T cell activation in a rat model mimicking human incompatibilities. DA (RT1a) strain recipients received fully mismatched PVG (RT1c) strain grafts or grafts from one of three recombinant strains bearing DA MHC genes on a PVG background. Graft survival was assessed and the specificity of T cells generated in the draining lymph nodes was determined in mixed lymphocyte (MLR) proliferation assays. To assess the contribution of the direct pathway, fully mismatched graft were performed and allospecific proliferation was measured after depletion of recipient APC from the MLR reaction. There was no significant difference in survival of grafts between the four grades of mismatch, which ranged from a full mismatch to non-MHC mismatches alone (median survival 12.5, 11, 13 and 12.5 days respectively). In conformity with clinical results, strong secondary responses were generated against targets matched for MHC with the recipient. Depletion of recipient APC from a fully allogeneic secondary MLR did not fully abrogate donor-specific proliferation. Class II matching is of no benefit in this model. Strong indirect responses to non-MHC mismatches are sufficient to induce the rapid rejection, but the small numbers of class II+ cells in the donor appear sufficient to generate a direct response.